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THE COMPLETE GDPR PICTURE
Achieved Compliance offers an end-to-end privacy and data protection

solution for small and medium-sized companies.

Its suite of automated, software-based services combined with dedicated client counseling
help companiesestablishaccountability-baseddatagovernance that responds to therequire-
ments of regulators and the demands of the data-drivenmarket. AchievedCompliance helps
SMEs comply, compete and create a culture of privacy across their organizations. Using the
PrivacyMinder software platform, and with the support of the Achieved Compliance legal
team, SMEs achieve the advantages enjoyed by larger industry players with extensive legal
staff, but without expensive outside counsel and auditors.

Combining Automation Efficiency With Trusted Client Counseling

While many companies offer online, computerized solutions, Achieved Compliance recog-
nizes that automation is not enough. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
other regulations demand more than simple “check-box” solutions, and Achieved Compli-
ance helps companies review their data practices; ask hard questions about data collection,
processing, storage and protection; and take steps to address deficiencies.

Achieved Compliance brings together the convenience of an online, cloud-based software
platform and decades of experience in client counseling to help clients conduct the review
necessary to establish good data governance. With Achieved Compliance, companies arrive
at privacy outcomes that meet regulatory requirements, provide consumers with effective
protections, and stay competitive in the marketplace.

SOFTWARE-GUIDED DATA >> REVIEW CLIENT COUNSELING >> REPRESENTATION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
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Meeting Global Regulatory
Requirements and Market Demand
While the General Data Protection Regulation, recently enacted by the
European Union, has been the focus of discussion about data protection
for policymakers and practitioners, it is not the only driver for Achieved
Compliance: The U.S. Federal Trade Commission expects companies
to implement accountability measures, and governments across the
Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation region are adopting accountability-
based regimes.

But Achieved Compliance is about more than new regulation. Companies
increasingly require of their vendors and business partners the assurance
that they have in place an effective data governance program based on
an accountability model and that meets the requirements of data law
and company commitments. Companies that take these steps enjoy a
competitive advantage when potential business partners and clients
demand assurances that data protection requirements can be met.

The Achieved Compliance Customer

While in many cases, large, well-established companies already are
positioned to meet the requirements of the GDPR and other regulations,
most mid-tier and smaller companies are not. They often lack the necessary
data protection officer or compliance department to do this work. Bringing
those skills in house is cost-prohibitive, and these professionals are in short
supply. Achieved Compliance’s cloud-based, software-guided service can
help these companies.

What We Offer

PRIVACY MINDER
COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

Our cost-effective, easy-to-use software
platform supports a collaborative, step-by-
step, across-the-company review of GDPR and
other regulatory requirements. PrivacyMinder
helps companies identify and address
deficiencies to build a data management
program that maintains compliance and
establishes responsible internal data
practices. Our experienced attorneys provide
counseling – answering questions, identifying
gaps and providing advice that promotes
compliance solutions that work for SMEs and
their customers, and the best possible data
governance and protection.

ACHIEVED REPRESENTATION
SERVICES

The GDPR requires that U.S. businesses
that collect data about European citizens
maintain a registered representative in the
EU. Our representation services provide on-
the-ground EU presence companies need to
comply. We offer experienced legal support
in case of an investigation and respond
to concerns or questions specific to an
individual company.

YOUR VIRTUAL DATA
PROTECTION OFFICER

The GDPR is a complex regulation that affects
all aspects of your organizations. As your
virtual DPO, Achieved Compliance keeps you
current about what you need to do to comply
and function strategically with assurance. Our
team will work carefully with you to develop a
clear action plan that addresses your short-
term and long-term needs.
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